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Team Up to Clean Up
Wheel Chair Accessible Garden

Roy Campanella High School for special needs students renovated an unused outdoor space into a wheel chair
accessible garden that can be utilized as an outdoor learning environment for all students. Previously, this space was an
overgrown area located on the school's property and was not wheelchair accessible, as an old wooden fence blocked the
wheel chair ramp. The school's goal was to build two double raised garden beds for vegetables and another to serve as a
sensory environment, expand the garden, create an outdoor classroom with seating, and build a wheel chair accessible
pathway into the garden. Collaborations include: Grow to Learn Citywide School Gardens Initiative (GrowNYC), Green
Thumb (Parks Department), Butterfly Project NYC, and Stillwell Materials Corp.
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Cleanup and Gardening Projects Implementation 
 
A. Explain why you chose this project.

A. What did you do?
The Roy Campanella Occupational Training Center (p721K) has taken on a “green” attitude 
through recycling, worm composting, and gardening and is also placing a greater emphasis on 
healthy eating. With the support of many classroom teachers and administration, a garden 
committee was formed and a larger vision was planned for our school garden.  We renovated an 
un-used, outdoor space into a wheel chair accessible garden that can be used as an outdoor 
learning environment for all students. Previously, the space was not wheelchair accessible, as an 
old wooden fence blocked the wheel chair ramp, running straight across the ramp. The space was
an (22.5’ by 28.5’) overgrown area, located on school property, adjacent to the front lawn.   Our 
goal was to build two 4 x 8’ double raised garden beds for vegetables and one 4 x 4’ double 
raised garden bed to serve as a sensory environment, expand the garden, create an outdoor 
classroom with seating and build a wheel chair accessible pathway into the garden. The purpose 
of the double, raised beds is to make them accessible to students who are in wheel chairs. We
broke down the fence to expand the garden and connected a paved pathway to the existing 
wheelchair ramp in order to allow wheel chair access into the garden.  In addition, we have 
installed a rock-lined, raised flowerbed along the fence. The staff from the school volunteered 
their time to install a new fence and the wheel chair pathway, with the help of community 
volunteers.  We installed a new white, vinyl fence at the other end of the space in order to 
expand the garden and triple the size. After the expansion, we were able to team up with NYC 
Butterfly Project and received donations to begin a five-foot by nine-foot pollinator garden to 
attract pollinators and provide pollinator habitat. In addition, the students made birdhouses and 
bird feeders to attract more pollinators to our garden. 

B. Project Planning:
PS721K is a self-contained, district 75 high school with a focus on vocational training. Our goal 
was to create an outdoor learning environment that can be accessible for all students.  We hope 
to provide valuable experiences that our students may not otherwise have, due to many of them 
being physically disabled and having difficulty even leaving their own homes, much less getting 
to school and getting outside in a garden.  We hope to expose our students to healthy eating and 
sustainable practices through our organic, pesticide free garden, which is fertilized with 
vermicompost from our classroom worm-composting project.  Students can then see that 
vegetables do not in fact come in a plastic bag, but are grown from a seed in the ground.  Our 
students learn how to harvest the vegetables and then cook them in the school kitchen.  This 
exposes our students to a variety of healthy and sustainable practices.



BEFORE PHOTOS



DURING CONSTRUCTION



AFTER

C. Student involvement.
School garden program special emphasis: PS721K is a District 75, Occupational Training high 
school composed of 498 special education students.  We provide hands on experience in the 



classroom and at work sites to prepare our students for successful employment.   The garden will 
serve as a space to provide hands on vocational training, as well as a resource to illustrate where 
food comes from and provide healthier ingredients and options for student preparation of 
cafeteria lunches.
Students from every class were involved in the clean up, construction and completion. Students
were outside from start to finish, pulling out the grass, raking the dirt, clearing the space to make 
way for a new garden.  Students also participated in shoveling the dirt deliveries, planting in the 
new garden beds, placing grass seed down, building the natural rock, raised flower beds and 
planting flowers, vegetables and bushes. Students are involved in the maintenance of the garden, 
watering plants, pulling weeds and harvesting vegetables and herbs that are ready.  Students then 
bring the items to our school cafeteria, where our students who are working towards vocational 
training in the kitchen use the fresh food from the garden to prepare healthy meals for staff and 
students.  This was a school wide effort and was incorporated into our curriculum through 
vocational training and environmental literacy. 

i) Speech therapists and occupational therapists participate in collaborative lesson plans in the garden
(see attached collaborative lesson plan).

D. Promotion.
i. A garden committee was formed, made up of staff, teachers and students who 

were willing to get involved with the garden through hanging posters and 
going door to door to ask classroom teachers and their classes if they would 
like to be included in the garden schedule.

ii. Participation with the Garden to Café program spread the word about the 
garden on a school wide level and involved not just the garden committee, but 
our students working in the kitchen, who prepare the food from the garden.
The food is then delivered to the entire school (staff and students) in order to 
spread the word about healthy eating and garden to table practices. Garden to 
Café has come to our school three times in the past two years and is expected 
to come to our school again this June. 



E. Collaboration.
i. Grow NYC - We wrote a grant last year and funded most of the garden 

construction with the help of the Grow to Learn mini-grant.
ii. Stillwell Material - The pavers alone would have taken up all of the funding 

from the mini-grant, so we teamed up with Stillwell Material, a masonry 
supply store down the street from our school.  They were generous enough to 
give us discounts on all supplies and donated enough pavers to allow for a 6’ 
x 12’ paver pathway for wheel chair access.

iii. NYC Butterfly Project - Once the fence was complete, we began plans for 
the garden expansion.  We teamed up with the NYC Project Butterfly to
receive donations.  This fall we were able to start a pollinator garden (in the 
expanded section) to help attract birds, bees and butterflies to our garden. 

iv. Garden to Café – With the addition of the garden we were eligible to be one 
of the first District 75 schools to participate in the Garden to Table pilot.  The 
program brings trained chefs to our school to teach students to prepare recipes 
and meals from the school garden.  Our students participate in all aspects of 
the program, growing food without pesticides, learning when and how to 
harvest certain foods, cooking food from the garden, learning culinary 
techniques from the Garden to Café chefs and delivering healthy salads to the 
school staff and students.



v. Green Thumb (NYC Parks) – Teachers went to workshops on their own
time after school to learn more about gardening and sustainability.  Through 
participating in these workshops, we were eligible to receive soil and lumber 
donations from NYC Parks Department in order to start our raised garden 
beds.

F. Educational components. Include learning standards met, lesson plans, and exemplary 
samples of student work.

i. See Collaborative Lesson plan (classroom teacher & speech therapist) and unit
plan for garden planning at bottom of document.

ii. See accompanying student work samples at bottom of document. 

Project Analysis

1)What worked? What were the most successful aspects of this project?
Our biggest success came from the Garden to Café collaboration; One of our students worked with Garden 
to Café chefs within our school kitchen.  The chef’s noticed his raw talent and offered him a paid internship 
at School Food! He is now a School Food employee. Being an occupational training center, employment is 
the ultimate goal for our students and when that goal is accomplished our hard work has paid off.

Another one of our success stories was the paver installation.  This process required great skill, and a lot of 
staff participation.  Initially we had hoped to have the pavers installed by an outside company.  However, 
we quickly learned that the installation would be well over our budget and that we could not afford the 



installation.  Just when it looked like we would not be able to attain our goal of a wheelchair accessible
paver pathway, we began to look into our resources and discovered that one of the paraprofessionals at our 
school used to be a masonry worker. With his skills and diligence, and the help of many staff members, and 
a local construction company that gave us many donations and discounted materials, we were able to 
complete the paver installation.  It was a three-month project that was well worth the wait.  We could not 
have completed this project and seen such success, without the help and direction of Dan Appleby, who is 
not only a wonderful paraprofessional, but a trained masonry as well.  We now have a beautiful patio and a 
wheel chair accessible garden!

What didn't work?

Our outdoor classroom was never completedd.  We ran out of funds, just setting up the wheel chair accessible 
garden and never got the chance to set up outdoor tables, benches and umbrellas (which are necessary for many 
of our students who are medically fragile and sensitive to the sun).

Applicability to other schools.
Be sure to have the support of a gardening team.  Make sure your goals are realistic and achievable.  We may 
have not been able to complete our project had it not been for the talented staff at our school who were willing 
to volunteer their own time to complete the installation of the fence and the paver pathway.

Measuring success.
As a result of our partnership with the Garden to Café, on of our students was awarded the opportunity to intern 
with School Foods and is working towards full time employment.  As an occupational training center, the
prospect of employment is our main goal for all of our students. Providing one of our students with the 
opportunity to become a full time employee, as a trained chef with an organization has been the biggest success 
of our gardening thus far. 

Future plans.
Our plans for the future of our garden are to build at least three more raised garden beds, plant a mini orchard 
and purchase umbrellas, seating and tables for an outdoor classroom. We reached out to the Fruit Tree Planting 
Foundation for donations of fruit trees for our planned orchard.  In addition, we hope to invest in some hoop 
houses for raised garden beds and a large outdoor composting bin to take the remaining food waste from the 
cafeteria, which has not already gone to our worms for vermicompost.  We would also like to retrofit our 
existing garden beds so that they are self-watering with sub-irrigation.



SEE FOLLOWING UNIT PLAN:

H.S. Math CCLS











































SEE FOLLOWING LESSON PLAN:

H.S. Math CCLS



ARTURO
Role: ARTURO USE A SINGLE MESSAGE VOICE OUTPUT DEVICE TO INTIATE THE ROUTINE “ITS TIME TO 
GARDEN”

Speech: Arturo will be able to use an eye gaze board given a choice of two true object symbols to request 
desired choice activity. 

Teacher: In one year, Arturo will reach for 2 manipulatives during a class activity.
In one year, Arturo will respond when his name is called 3 times in one day.

TAMIKA
Role: TAMIKA WILL GO TO THE BOARD AND TAKE HER VEBGATABLE PHOTOHRAPHAND LOCATE THE 
VEGERTABLE IN THE GARDEN. SHE WILL PERFORM JOB. TAMIKA WILL FIND NADIYAS PICTURE AND 
HAND NADIYA HER VEGETBLE. VERBALLY GIVE DIRECTION TO “GO TO THE (VEGETABLE)”.

Speech: In one year, Tamika will maintain eye contact when interacting with peers and staff for 20 seconds 
given minimal visual prompts 4/5 times over 5 consecutive sessions, as measured by speech teacher 
observations and data collection.

Teacher: In one year, Tamika will use a combination of draws and dictating to sequence, or retell a story.

NADIYA
Role: NADIYA WILL LOCATE THE VEGETABLE (THROUGH MATCHING THE SYMBOL) IN THE GARDEN AND 
PERFORM HER JOB. NADIYA WILL FIND GLADYS’ PICTURE AND HAND HER THE VEGETBLE SYMBOL.

Speech: In one year, Nadiya will utilize a communication aid by combining three symbols to effectively 
communicate to express wants and needs during structured activities with minimal verbal and gestural prompts 
8/10 times over 5 consecutive sessions, as measured by speech teacher observations and data collection. 
Progress will be measured monthly.



Teacher: In one year with prompts and supports, Nadiya will ask questions in order to seek help, get 
information or clarify something that is not understood.

GLADYS 
Role: GLADYS WILL FEEL THE IMPRINT ON THE SYMBOL AND USE HER MOBILITY CANE TO LOCATE THE
VEGETABLE. GLADYS WILL PERFORM HER JOB. SHE WILL FIND ANTHONY AND TELL HIM “GO DO YOUR JOB”.

Speech: Within one year, Gladys will follow 1-2 step directives that contain one of the following; a preposition 
( over/under), an attribute (smooth/ furry), or temporal term (first/next) during structured interactive activities

Teacher: GLADYS will make choices and answer questions using tangible symbolic representations or actual 
objects in the classroom. 

ANTHONY
Role: ANTHONY WILL GO TO THE BOARD, FIND HIS PICTURE, TAKE HIS VEGETABLE, LOCATE IT IN THE GARDEN,
DO HIS JOB. ANTHONY WILL GO TO THE BOARD, FIND THE NEXT STUDENT AND HAND THEM THEIR VEGETABLE 
SYMBOL.

Speech: In one year, Anthony will respond yes or no by presenting a picture symbol in a variety of 
environments with moderate visual and verbal prompting.

Teacher: In one year, Anthony will work independently to connect words/pictures with 5 familiar events by 
performing an action. 

MOISES
Role: MOISES WILL TAKE THE VEGETABLE SYMBOL, LOCATE THE VEGETABLE (WITH PHYSICAL ASSISTANCE),
PERFORM THE JOB, FIND DAQUAN AND TELL HIM TO “GO TO THE BOARD”.

Teacher: Within 1 year, Moises will increase his socialization skills by participating in a small group activity 
with a small group of peers. He will work cooperatively on a task with 2 peers, taking turns, making eye-contact
when the group leader is speaking and facilitating in the group activity.

DAQUAN
ROLE: DAQUAN WILL GO TO THE BOARD, FIND HIS PICTURE, TAKE HIS VEGETABLE, LOCATE IT IN THE GARDEN,
DO HIS JOB. DAQUAN WILL GO TO THE BOARD, FIND THE NEXT STUDENT AND HAND THEM THEIR VEGETABLE 
SYMBOL.

ARTURO
Role: ARTURO WILL LOCATE HIS VEGETABLE (WITH PHYSICAL ASSISTANCE), DO HIS JOB, USING SINGLE 
MESSAGE VOICE OUTPUT DEVICE, GIVE THE CLASS THE DIRECTION TO “CLEAN UP”.

Speech: Arturo will be able to use an eye gaze board given a choice of two true object symbols to request 
desired choice activity. 

Teacher: In one year, Arturo will reach for 2 manipulatives during a class activity.
In one year, Arturo will respond when his name is called 3 times in one day.



Materials/Resources:
MANIPULATIVES,  PHOTO MENUS, GOTALK9, GARDEN, WATER, HOSE, GARDEN SHEERS, 
REUSABLE SHOPPING BAGS

Lesson Sequence/Methods:

Opening/Introduction:
Arturo will announce “it is time to garden,” by using a single  message output device. 

Instruction/Guided Practice (including method of presentation):
Both the teacher and related service provider will go over the jobs for the Joint Action Routine (JAR), using 
the display board containing student photos, numbered steps and symbols representing their roles during the 
JAR. 

Student Activity Choices (optional):
ACTIVITY SEQUENCE

1. TAMIKA WILL GO TO THE BOARD AND TAKE HER VEBGATABLE PHOTOHRAPHAND LOCATE THE 
VEGERTABLE IN THE GARDEN. SHE WILL PERFORM JOB. TAMIKA WILL FIND NADIYAS PICTURE 
AND HAND NADIYA HER VEGETBLE. VERBALLY GIVE DIRECTION TO “GO TO THE (VEGETABLE)”.

2. NADIYA WILL LOCATE THE VEGETABLE (THROUGH MATCHING THE SYMBOL) IN THE GARDEN AND 
PERFORM HER JOB. NADIYA WILL FIND GLADYS’ PICTURE AND HAND HER THE VEGETBLE 
SYMBOL.

3. GLADYS WILL FEEL THE IMPRINT ON THE SYMBOL AND USE HER MOBILITY CANE TO LOCATE THE
VEGETABLE. GLADYS WILL PERFORM HER JOB. SHE WILL FIND ANTHONY AND TELL HIM “GO DO 
YOUR JOB”.

4. ANTHONY WILL GO TO THE BOARD, FIND HIS PICTURE, TAKE HIS VEGETABLE, LOCATE IT IN THE 
GARDEN, DO HIS JOB. ANTHONY WILL GO TO THE BOARD, FIND THE NEXT STUDENT AND HAND THEM 
THEIR VEGETABLE SYMBOL.

5. MOISES WILL TAKE THE VEGETABLE SYMBOL, LOCATE THE VEGETABLE (WITH PHYSICAL 
ASSISTANCE), PERFORM THE JOB, FIND DAQUAN AND TELL HIM TO “GO TO THE BOARD”.

6. DAQUAN WILL GO TO THE BOARD, FIND HIS PICTURE, TAKE HIS VEGETABLE, LOCATE IT IN THE 
GARDEN, DO HIS JOB. DAQUAN WILL GO TO THE BOARD, FIND THE NEXT STUDENT AND HAND THEM 
THEIR VEGETABLE SYMBOL.

7. ARTURO WILL LOCATE HIS VEGETABLE (WITH PHYSICAL ASSISTANCE), DO HIS JOB, USING SINGLE 
MESSAGE VOICE OUTPUT DEVICE, GIVE THE CLASS THE DIRECTION TO “CLEAN UP”.

8.
Wrap up/Closure:
Arturo will stand up and say “clean up”.





SEE FOLLOWING STUDENT WORK SAMPLES:




